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The UCF Report
News and Announcements for the Faculty and Staff of the University of Central Florida

Knight Notes
The 1980 "Pegasus"
yearbook is on sale. Revived
this year after a seven-year
absence, the book features
200 pages—including 16 in
full color—of Knight life.
Call Centralized Services,
x 2 1 9 1 , to reserve your copy
now—they're going fast!
•
If your schedule was too
busy last week to catch the
Theatre and Music
departments' production of
"The Three Penny Opera,"
you have three more
chances this week.
Performances are slated
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evenings at 8:30
in the Science Auditorium.
Call the University Theatre,
x 2 8 6 1 , for ticket information.
•
It literally PAYS to make
good gradesatthe University
of Miami. Earlier this year,
UofM announced it would
offer tuition rebates to fulltime undergraduates when
enrollment exceeded
expectation. So far, $69,700
has been awarded to 114
students with GPAs
between 3.8 and 4.0. The
average refund was $620.
•

Moonlight
Soft
perfect
crowd
special

breezes,
setting
of more
number

and music

«K*.*T«*T.U,

a temperature reading of "delightful,"
and stars and moon overhead provided the tourist posterlast week for the UCF Community Orchestra's first open-air concert beside the reflecting pool. A
than 500 enjoyed the light, musical selections, under the baton of Patricia Stenberg — plus a
conducted by President Co/bourn.

WUCF-FM granted power boost
With approval from the Federal
Communications Commission in
hand, Bob Arnold and Keith Fowles
are clearing the way for "the kind
of programming few communities
have ever heard."
The two, who oversee operations
of WUCF-FM on campus, have

received FCC sanction to boost the
station's power to at least 8,000
kilowatts, a move which will
stretch the broadcast signal to a
radius of 50 miles.
But first comes months of
preparing for the changeover. New
equipment must be ordered and

What happens to all that
cooking oil that so magically
turns the lowly potato into
that all-American favorite—
the french fry? Well, at Ohio
State University, it goes into
the fuel tanks of the campus
buses. Running on a blend
of 80 percent diesel and 20
percent kitchen oil, the
buses " c o o k " along w i t h no
ill effects. Wonder if the
Columbus campus smells
like a giant french fry?
•

installed. Included will be a 110foot antenna to replace the one now
atop the UCF Library.
The teaming of Arnold and
Fowles at UCF re-unites two
veterans in radio who met more
than 30 years ago while they
attended the University of Maine.
Both went their separate ways in
broadcasting after graduation in
1950.
Arnold, who shed a budding
career in radio and TV for
academic robes enroute, is
professor of communication,
director of Instructional Resources,
and general manager of WUCF-FM.
Several months ago, w i t h an eye
W U C F - F M , page 3

Health
slated

Hello world! Kimberly
Marie Gant made her debut
May 2 1 . Weighing in at 7
lbs., 2 oz., the little lady has
made her mom, Lisa,
secretary w i t h the Real
Estate Institute, and dad,
Will, very happy.
// was old home week for University of Maine grads Bob Arnold, left, and
Keith Fowles, when the latter applied for the station manager's job at
WUCF-FM. The two had last seen each other upon graduation in 1950.

lecture
Monday

A view of "Public Health in
the 1 9 8 0 s " will be presented
by David Pearson, associate
dean of Yale University's
School of Public Health, at 1
p.m. Monday in Engineering
Auditorium 359.
The lecture, sponsored
through the College of Health's
Quality Improvement Program
funding, is open to all interested
faculty, staff, and students.
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Official Memoranda
To:
From:
Subject:

All Departments
Dick Scott, director of Auxiliary Services
End of the Year Departmental Charges in Bookstore
and Office Supply Store

June 6, 1980, will be the last day for departments to charge items
in the University Bookstore. This deadline will allow accounting
personnel time for book buy back, graduation, and summer quarter
opening.
June 13, 1980, will be the last day for departments to charge items
in the Office Supply Store. This deadline will allow Supply Store
personnel sufficient time to process charges before the end of the
1979-80 fiscal year.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Deans and Directors
Stan Ried and Clark Ford, SAGA Food Service
Midnight Breakfast

SAGA Food Service would like to invite you to help serve at our fifth
annual Midnight Breakfast, to be held at the Village Center Cafeteria
from 10 p.m. until midnight on Wednesday, June 4 .
It is an opportunity to participate in a fun special and enjoy the
camaraderie of the students. Please give us a hand and have a super
evening. Reply by calling x2651 by Monday, June 2.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Faculty and Staff
Lloyd L. Prescott, Building Services superintendent
Security of Offices and Classrooms

Recently it has been brought to my attention that members of our
University community are asking our custodial workers to provide
access into their offices and classrooms by unlocking their doors for
them.
Please be reminded that under no circumstances is our staff
authorized to unlock doors for anyone for any reason. Hence, please
do not ask custodial workers to do what would amount to a violation
of Building Services policy relative to this matter.
Your assistance is appreciated.

To:
From:
Subject:

All University Personnel
Robert T. Schaal, director of Personnel Services
Verification of Employment

All verification of employment for present or past employees of the
University is to be handled by Personnel Services.
If your department should receive either written or verbal
communication from an outside agency requesting verification of
employment, please refer all calls to Personnel.
If you have any questions in this regard, please contact our office.

To
From:
Subject:

«
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All Minority Employees, Women, and Black Graduate
Students
Carol Surles, director of Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action Programs
EEO Grants-in-Aid Program

The Grants-in-Aid Program, sponsored by the Florida Board of
Regents to increase the number of Black, other HEW minorities
(Asian, Hispanic, Native American Indian), and w o m e n faculty and
staff w i t h i n the SUS, is now accepting applications. The program is
established to also increase the number of Black graduate students in
disciplines where Black students are under-represented. Faculty are
requested to nominate Black graduate students. Please contact the
Grants-in-Aid Committee at x2771 for applications.
All interested minority and w o m e n faculty. Administrative and
Professional staff, Career Service employees, and Black graduate
students may pick up application forms at the Office of Personnel
Services, A D M 230.
The deadline for returning completed application forms to the
Personnel office is June 9 , 1 9 8 0 .
For A&P and faculty employed in the SUS w h o will be pursuing
educational programs to enhance their opportunities for higher level
administrative positions, the salary replacement to UCF will be
$10,000 for three quarters.
To encourage graduate enrollment in disciplines where the number
of Blacks is extremely low, the grant-in-aid to the recipient for 3-4
quarters will be $4,500; for Career Service employees (permanent
status) w h o have demonstrated potential for advancement but lack
formal education in order to meet the requirements for promotion, the
salary replacement to UCF will be $2,000 per quarter and $400
(stipend) per quarter for the recipient.
Salaries of faculty, A&P, and Career Service employees selected for
grants will be continued in full.
In order to be eligible for the Grants-in-Aid Program, the following
criteria must be met:
Faculty and Administrative and Professional employees must have
been satisfactorily employed at least nine months at time of
application. Career Service employees must have been satisfactorily
employed t w o years prior to application. Graduate students must be

full-time degree seeking students and must be accepted by the time
of nomination in a graduate academic degree program.
Employees granted educational leave w i t h pay must agree to
continue employment w i t h either the employing unit of the State
University System or another SUS institution for a period of time
equal to t w o times the length of the leave, and shall execute a
promissory note agreeing to repay all salary and expenses received
during the period of educational leave if the training is not
satisfactorily completed without a good cause.
Failure to complete the contracted services satisfactorily, or failure
to complete course work without a good cause shall result in
repayment of the total amount expended by the institution, including
salary paid while on leave. Employees w h o fail to satisfactorily
complete the conditions of the leave w i t h good cause shall not be
relieved of the service obligation, but will not be required to repay any
costs involved.
Good cause shall be limited to personal illness, death or injury,
illness of an employee's spouse or dependents, call to military duty, or
action taken by the institution that prohibits such completion.

To:
From:
Subject:

All University Personnel
Shannon Addison, Wage and Salary manager,
Personnel Services
Florida State Health Insurance Deductions

Due to the fact that there are three pay periods during the month of
May, there will be no Florida State Health Insurance deductions from
the paycheck you will receive on May 30, 1980.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Faculty
L. W. Walker, director of Libraries
Course Reserves

It's time to be planning for summer quarter course reserves.
Reserve materials are processed on a first come, first served basis. To
assure materials will be ready for use by the beginning of the quarter,
submit your request early in the quarter break.
Implementation of the revised copyright law has affected policies
and procedures for reserve material. Copies of the Library's course
reserve policy statement and the reserve list that is to be completed
for each course are available at the Circulation/Reserve Desk, first
floor.
• • • • •
To:
From:
Subject:

All Deans, Chairmen, and Directors
Gladys C. Horton, director of Purchasing
Requisitions for Orders to be Charges Against
FY 8 0 - 8 1 Funds

OFFICE M A C H I N E M A I N T E N A N C E
Requisitions are required to renew existing maintenance service
contracts or for new contracts for office machine maintenance
services for the coming fiscal year — 7 / 1 / 8 0 through 6 / 3 0 / 8 1 .
Please contact Diane Wiener in Purchasing, x 2 6 6 1 , for information
regarding the format to be followed w h e n submitting these
requisitions and for the cost of the service for the upcoming year. Any
requisitions which are not properly completed will be returned to the
issuing department.
The maintenance contract for IBM typewriters has not yet beenrenewed for the coming fiscal year. Do NOT submit requisitions for
IBM typewriters at this time. You will be notified as soon as the new
contract is established as to new pricing and the contractor.
Do NOT include machines w h i c h are under warranty. It is each
department's responsibility to request maintenance contract coverage
for those machines w h e n the warranty period expires.
RENEWAL OF EXISTING C O N T R A C T S
Requisitions are required to renew and encumber existing contracts
which have previously been encumbered by a purchase order,
including rentals, leases, major equipment maintenance agreements
and similar items, and which are due to continue into the new fiscal
year. Please begin processing these requisitions so that they arrive in
Purchasing by June 16, 1980.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Faculty and Staff
Joyce A. Clampitt, University business manager
Adoption and Amendment of Rules
PUBLIC NOTICE
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ANNOUNCES

In compliance with the requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act,
UCF announces its intent to revise Rule 6C7-2.19 and adopt Rule 6C7-2.191:
RULE TITLE: 6C7-2.19 "Grading System" (Revision of existing rule)
PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF AMENDMENT TO RULE:
To change the repeat of courses grading and to limit the rule to one subject
by deleting the text pertaining to academic honors and withdrawal from
courses. Academic honors will be included in Rule 6C7-1.192 and
withdrawal in 6C7-2.20.
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENT:
As amended, rule explains the alphabetical grades given at UCF and the
M E M O , page 6
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Jonas, staff
ready for
grid encore
By D E B O R A H F. ROYAL
Student Writer
What do you do for an encore
when in the very first year of
football at UCF an NCAA Division III
attendance record is set, you w i n
six of eight games, and w i n d up
w i t h $20,000 in the kitty for next
year?
The first thing you do is create a
full-time, paid, head coaching
position. A n d w h o better for the
job than the man w h o guided the
team through its first season as a
volunteer coach, Don Jonas.
Last year, while working full-time
as promotions manager for the
City of Orlando, the former pro
player organized a staff of allvolunteer assistant coaches and
weeded through 200 plus aspiring
football players, to come up w i t h a
solid team and a solid coaching
staff.
Jonas, w h o recently signed a
one-year $20,000 coaching
contract w i t h UCF, says his main
goal now is "progress." Helping
him reach that goal will be the
seven part-time coaches Jonas
recently signed on: Bernie
Barbour, linebackers; Tommy
Bland, offense and receivers;
Bugsy Engelberg, specialty teams;
Tom Murphy, offensive line; Dick
Pesonen, defensive coordinator;
Lou Ross, defensive line and
director of recruiting; and Ralph
Mueller, administrative assistant.
Nine games are scheduled for
the 1980 football season, w h i c h
opens Sept. 13 against CarsonNewman College in the Tangerine
Bowl.
"The teams w e have scheduled
to play this year are much better
teams than last year. We need
bigger and stronger ball players in
order to be competitive," Jonas
said.
All starting players from the
inaugural team will be returning.
In addition, college players
interested in transferring and a
number of high school seniors
have contacted Jonas about the
possibility of playing for the

WUCF-FM
(continued from page 1)
on expansion, he advertised for an
operations manager.
Fowles, after a career that
ultimately found him vice
president and general manager of
W A G M - A M / T V , Presque Isle,
Maine, had decided to head south.
The urge to stay active in his
chosen profession was whetted by
the ad for the WUCF-FM position.
He applied, not knowing Arnold
was the one w h o placed the ad.
The two, w h o are founding
members of the campus radio
station at the Orono campus of
their alma mater, discovered their
mutual enthusiasm hadn't waned
a bit. The broadcasting bug that
had bitten both years ago was as
infectious as ever.
Fowles couldn't be happier.
A n d he w o n ' t have to shovel
anymore of that pesky white stuff
to get to his new job!

It looked like Football 201 last Thursday when head coach Don Jonas held an organizational meeting for all
prospective 1980 Fighting Knights. More than 100 potential gridiron greats were on hand to give UCF's second
Season a rosy OUtlOOk.
(Photo by Bernal Schooley)
Fighting Knights.
Orlando has never had a major
college football team to support
and many were skeptical from the
time President Colbourn last year
announced plans to begin a football
program at UCF. After all, just to
field a college team costs at least
$60,000.
But, the ever-optimistic Jonas
was confident the community
would support a hometown team.
He was proven right—the team
averaged 11,250 fans per home
game and the budget was in the
black by the end of the season.
Fund raising for the University,
which is part of Jonas' duties,

Batter up!
camps coming
Four one-week baseball camps
for kids eight through 16 will step
to the plate June 16 w i t h Knights
mentor Bill Moon coaching.
The four sessions, t w o each for
those 8-12 and 13-16, will be
conducted at the UCF baseball
complex. Special rates are offered
for coaches and teams.
For those who wish to commute
to the UCF campus, the fee is $35.
There is a $115 resident fee for
those w h o wish to live in campus
dormitories for the week.
The two 8-12-year-old camps
are June 16-20 and July 7 - 1 1 .
Ages 13-16 will attend June 23-27
and July 14-18. Moon cautioned
that high school seniors 17 years
old are welcome to attend w i t h the
13-16 group, but by doing so
jeopardize any chance of playing
baseball at UCF. NCAA rules
specify summer baseball camps
could be considered a recruiting
tool for colleges and universities.
For more information on the UCF
summer baseball camps, call
Moon at x 2 8 3 2 , or the UCF athletic
office, x2256.

Computer graphics
program on tap today
A multi-media slide and film
presentation on computer
graphics—part of the
University's Distinguished
Lecture Series—will be held
today in the main Engineering
Auditorium from 3 to 5 p.m.
Sponsored by the College of
Engineering's Quality
Improvement Program
funding, the lecture will be
hosted by Hank Christiansen
of Brigham Young University,
and is free and open to the
public.

constitutes about 75 percent of his
time of late.
Jonas said he has a group of
about 4 0 people in the community
who are concentrating on fund
raising for UCF w i t h i n their own
professions.
Promotions are also in the
making w i t h Burger King and Pizza
Hut. In addition. Burger King had
donated $3,000 to become a
member of the UCF Gridiron Club,
an organization of businesses and
individuals who support the

football program financially.
Jonas emphasized that even
though the Gridiron Club is
important, fan support will be the
main determinant in the success
or failure of the UCF football
program.
"That is w h y we need to get
everyone involved in the overall
to keep the program growing. Our
success in the next two seasons
will determine if we advance to
higher divisions or stay where w e
are," Jonas said.

Child Care Center to offer summer day camp
The UCF Child Care Center will sponsor a pilot program of Summer Day
Camp for children in Grades 1 through 6, beginning June 23. The camp
will run for 10 weeks, 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Thursday.
Children can be enrolled for the entire program or either of two five-week
blocks (June 23-July 24 or July 28-Aug. 28). Parents can also enroll
children for less than the full day as the daily program is broken into three
time blocks: 7-11 a.m., 11 a.m.-3 p.m., and 3-6 p.m. Costs of the various
options are listed on the enrollment request below. Families enrolling more
than one child will receive a 30 percent discount for the second child.
Taught by certified teachers, the camp will feature arts and crafts, motor
skills training, field games, s w i m m i n g , hiking, movies, table games,
reading, music, picnics, and field trips.
Snacks and lunch will be provided throughout the day.
Enrollment will be limited to 4 0 children. To register, complete the form
below and return it to the Child Care Center by June 6. Additional
information is available by calling the Center, x2726.
S U M M E R C A M P ENROLLMENT REQUEST
Name of Parent-

SS#_

Home address.
Street

City

Home phoneStudent

•

Staff

Child's Legal Name-

COSTS:

Zip

Work phone-

Parent status:

Child's age

State

•

Faculty

•

Name called-

Birthdate.

Grade completed by June '80_

$10 registration (non-refundable once accepted)
$31 per week for full-time participants (with student parent)
$35 per week for full-time participants (with staff or faculty parent)
All other charges for a schedule of blocks of time will be computed
after request is made and you will be informed immediately.

I want to enroll my child for the following:
10 weeks full time (June 23 - Aug. 28)
5 weeks full time (June 23 — July 24)
5 weeks full time (July 28 — Aug. 28)

•
•
D

I want to enroll my child for the following blocks weekly for
10 weeks •
(place an X in the
blocks desired)
7 a.m.

11 a.m.

11 a.m. — 3 p.m.
3 p.m. — 6 p.m.

5 weeks D
MONDAY

Dates
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
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UCF Library Current Awareness Report
A special bi-weekly report from the UCF Library.
The Current Awareness Report, published by the Library
since 1 9 6 9 , offers excerpts of newspaper articles dealing
with important issues and developments in higher
education. Complete articles are available from the
Reference Department, UCF Library, P. O. Box 2 5 0 0 0 ,
Orlando, Florida 3 2 8 1 6 .

THE SPIRITUAL HEALTH OF THE LIBERAL ARTS—(by A. Bartlett
Giamatti, president of Yale University) Christian Science Monitor,
5 / 1 2 , p.21.
"The economic contractions now spreading deeper and deeper in
every institution of higher education in this country come...at the end
of a long series of events. The gradual expansion of research moneys
and students and faculty and physical plant in the last 20 years is not
the only backdrop against which to see the issues within the college
and university teaching profession. To understand the perturbations
of soul nationally in the teaching profession only against economic
issues in the last two decades falsifies the picture; a truer perspective
is one that sees the various patterns of economic growth and
contraction w i t h i n the context of a vocational crisis which has been
going on much longer and cuts a much deeper wound. What does one
do?....The first thing is to act on one's conviction that excellence is
transmitted w i t h i n colleges and universities (and all other schools)
through individuals....The second thing to do is never to lose sight of
the special needs of the younger faculty, those in the profession
already and those w h o are about to enter it....There is also something
else one can do....One can say again...that those who teach have
done something without which most people could not do for
themselves whatever it is they do; that the act of teaching is an
exemplary act, of self-fashioning on behalf of knowledge that teaches
others how to fashion the self; that no teacher is due more respect or
affection than he or she has earned but that the drive behind the
teaching effort is a positive one. It is a drive for civic engagement that
in innumerable ways, through millions of individuals, over a period of
time that embraces generations, results in the transmission of the
values and standards and new knowledge in all forms that a society
must have if it is to be civilized."
P E N T A G O N RENEWS TIES WITH C O L L E G E S - ( b y Robert
Reinhold) N e w York Times, 5 / 1 3 , p. 1C.
"Five years after the end of the Vietnam War, the Pentagon has
been quietly but forcefully trying to repair ties w i t h university
scientists that were badly ruptured during that divisive conflict. Flush
w i t h money, and with explicit White House encouragement, highranking Defense Department officials have been visiting campuses all
over the country, offering funds for basic research in
—
communications, fiber optics, materials, integrated circuitry,
climatology and even psychology. Defense support for academic
science has swelled by 70 percent in three years, while backing from
other Federal agencies has scarcely matched inflation. Pentagon
science officials assert that the new research, w h i c h they say is
almost entirely open, unclassified and unrelated directly to weapons,
is needed to restore an American technological base that eroded
during the Vietnam-era estrangement and to bolster long-term
national security. While suspicions about military intentions linger on
some campuses, academic scientists largely welcome the return of
the Defense Department, w h i c h was once the leading backer of 'pure'
research but retreated in the face of campus hostility to the war.
'Vietnam is gone—we have a new era,' said Alexander Rich, a
biologist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who
considered the Vietnam War a 'moral abomination.' 'The fact is we
need a vigorous science program in our universities, and the Defense
Department has a special responsibility,' he said, adding, 'We used to
get naval support for biology at M.I.T.—we'd like to get it again.'"
E D U C A T I O N A L ENGINEERING—(by Daniel S. Greenberg) N e w
York Times, 5 / 6 , p. 2 3 A .
"It is beginning to be seen in official Washington that the United
States has absent-mindedly permitted decay to seep into the system
for training some of the specialists w h o are indispensable to an
ambitious, high-technology, problem-laden society: engineers. The
realization hasn't depended on notorious equipment failures of recent
times—aeronautical, nuclear, spaceborne, and so on—though these
catastrophic breakdowns do invite curiosity about the quality of
design and manufacture. Rather, among the people w h o run the
engineering schools and the employers who hire their graduates,
there's long been concern that the United States has been
dangerously neglecting this field of education. And at last they're
being heard. Typical of the alarms being expressed among
engineering educators is one by Donald Glower, dean of engineering
at Ohio State University, who says that his school and others lack the
funds to equip their laboratories w i t h up-to-date computers and other
equipment. 'Our graduates,' Glower says in Science magazine, 'are
going out into industry not knowing the technology of today. They
have been trained in the technology of yesterday.'"

FACULTY-UNION QUESTION STILL A MULTIPLE C H O I C E - ( b y J .
Stanley Marshall) Miami Herald, 5 / 4 , p. 3 M .
" M a n y Americans have been troubled by the rise of collective
bargaining among faculty members at the nation's colleges and
universities. Should faculty members have the right to join a union? Is
industry's union model appropriate for the academy? And what will
become of the traditional shared governance of the university if
faculty members who make many of the management decisions can
put on another hat and apply sanctions to the administration, of
which they also are an essential part? On Feb. 20, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that faculty members at New York's Yeshiva University
are managerial employes and therefore not entitled to bargain
collectively w i t h the university. The Court's decision upheld an
appellate-court ruling that full-time faculty members 'are, in effect,
substantially and pervasively operating the enterprise.' Faculty unions
at most of the nation's colleges are now reacting w i t h shock and
dismay. And well they might, for this decision is likely to change the
governance of private higher education substantially—and soon.
Public institutions surely will feel the effects of the decision indirectly.
The fact is that faculty members—through faculty senates,
committees, and often through the institution's o w n organizational
structure—are substantially running the place. Regents and trustees
w h o want to change that may at last have been granted a way to do
so."
E D U C A T I O N ' S Y O U N G MARTYRS—(by Anna Balakian) Christian
Science Monitor, 5 / 8 , p. 2 3 .
"Our universities are yielding more and more to the dangerous
practice of part-time employment of young faculty equipped to
assume full responsibilities. Denial of their proper place on the
academic echelon is not necessarily due to a fall in registration but to
the mounting fear of fiscal bankruptcy in higher education. Filling
classrooms with adjuncts results in large savings in salaries and
fringe benefits. The students may actually be getting very good
teachers; what they lose, however, is the collegiality involved in longrange contact with young faculty beyond the time limit of an
individual course. The transient teacher scholar will be packing his
bags and moving on to the next assignment and morsel. For a time
young and dedicated academics may put up w i t h this scandalous
situation. But, considering the fact that many Ph.D.s have departed
from graduate school carrying not only a diploma but a hefty tuition
loan, their economic martyrdom becomes hard to sustain."
OPEN COLLEGES TO BE TESTED—(by Fred M . Hechinger) N e w
York Times, 5 / 6 , p. 1 C .
"This September, the idea of Britain's 11 -year-old Open University
will be tested throughout the United States for the first time. Seven
colleges and universities and 11 television stations will inaugurate
America's first coast-to-coast system of television-assisted college
courses leading to a bachelor's degree. The National University
Consortium, a nonprofit organization, financed in part by a $400,000
grant from the Carnegie Corporation, hopes to enroll thousands in a
wide range of courses in the social and behavioral sciences,
humanities, technology and management. It is estimated that it would
take about six years to earn a degree. The development takes
educational observers back to the controversial experiment launched
in Britain in 1969. One evening in the early 1970's, an American
visited a bed-sitting room in a working-class section of London. A n
unskilled laborer in his 30's who had never finished high school was
found surrounded by books and a dormitory-like disarray of papers.
The Open University had begun to develop the man's intellectual
life....Since then, the Open University has reached hundreds of
thousands. It currently enrolls 80,000 annually in degree programs,
and has produced a library of some of the world's best textbooks for
self-tutoring....It is too soon to predict the consortium's impact. Its
supporters hope that the experience w i t h the new technology may
eventually transform some on-campus instruction, which has largely
spurned such innovations. But even its most fervent advocates
emphasize that the open university is not for all, or even most,
students. It is aimed primarily at serious adults w h o have had some
college and are highly motivated and self-disciplined."
C O N G R E S S C O N S I D E R I N G SLASH IN M E D S C H O O L AID—(by
Elizabeth Wehr) Tampa Tribune-Times, 5 / 1 1 , p. 7 C .
"The day is coming when a medical education could cost as much
as a four-bedroom house. The reason: Congress is considering deep
slashes in the multi-million-dollar array of federal grants and loans it
provides to schools that train doctors, dentists and other health
professionals. The legislators and the Carter administration are
looking for ways to economize on aid to the schools, so they want to
place the burden of paying for professional training on the students
themselves. What this means is that the would-be doctor will
probably have to finance his or her medical education by: Having rich
parents. Agreeing to mandatory service in the military or in a remote
rural area or urban ghetto to 'pay back' government scholarships.
Borrowing. Loans of $7,500 a year for educational expenses might
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not be unusual. At today's prevailing interest rates such loans could
balloon to more than $140,000 by the time a young doctor paid off.
The average tuition for a year at one of the nation's 125 medical
schools is now $5,000, though the range is from less than $2,000 to
$14, XX) at one Western school. However, tuition accounts for
roug'.ly one-fourth of the estimated $20,250 per-student, per-year
that a university actually spends on training a doctor. State and
federal funds pay the rest."
S T U D Y F I N D S COLLEGE W O M E N STILL A I M FOR T R A D I T I O N A L
JOBS—(by Frances Cerra) N e w York Times, 5 / 1 1 , p. 4 6 .
"Although the number of w o m e n enrolled in law, medical and
business schools has been increasing dramatically in recent years,
most college w o m e n are still studying for traditional female
occupations where jobs are scarce and relatively low-paid, according
to a recently published study. The study, conducted by Pearl M.
Karner, the chief economist for the Long Island Regional Planning
Board, and published in a recent edition of The New York Statistician,
concludes that if w o m e n 'continue to cling to traditional, femaleintensive professions,' the gap between their earnings and those of
male college graduates will remain wide. According to 1978 figures
compiled by the United States Census Bureau, the average female
college graduate working full-time earned 60 percent of the salary of
a man w i t h the same education working full-time. Miss Kamer
reported that this gap was likely to continue well into the 1980's. A.
J . Jaffe, special senior research associate at the Columbia University
Graduate School of Business, developed projections, which were
unpublished until Miss Kamer's article, indicating that in 1987, 71
percent of all doctoral degrees earned by w o m e n would still be in
such fields as education, library science, fine and applied arts, English
and foreign languages."

*

W O M E N S C H O L A R S TRY NEW D I R E C T I O N AT RADCLIFFE—(by
Phyllis Coons) Boston Globe, 5 / 4 , p. 2 8 C .
" W o m e n in search of security in their academic jobs are banding
together to give each other emotional support. A new group of 110
w o m e n w i t h PhD's, Advanced Women Scholars, are meeting every
month at Radcliffe College. 'We are building a network based on
gender,' says Judith B. Wittenberg, a professor at Simmons College.
T h i s group gives scholars who don't have a base from which to work
support by bringing them together. For those who do have a base, it
gives them a more comprehensive view than they might get at their
university alone.' Wittenberg, who earned her PhD at Brown
University and has taught at Tufts, Boston University and Harvard
Extension courses before joining the faculty at Simmons, had three
children—now aged 10, 12 and 14—before going to graduate school.
'Women getting degrees at later stages in life are less mobile than
men, because men have had a chance to move up the academic
ladder earlier,' says Wittenberg. A shrinking job market, brought on
by fewer students and tighter budgets, is generating sharper
competition among men as well as w o m e n , AWS members agree; but
the problems peculiar to them as a minority in most faculties are
putting them through revolving doors. More women are being hired
through Affirmative Action programs, but as tenure becomes harder
to w i n , their academic futures are uncertain."
1 9 8 0 G R A D U A T E S ENTERING A TIGHT MARKET FOR JOBS—
(by Judith Valente) Washington Post, 5 / 1 2 , p. 1 .
"It is high anxiety time for 21 -year-old Maura Lockhart. She is
about to graduate from college. Like many of the 10,600 young people
who will graduate from Washington-area universities this month,
Lockhart, a psychology major, does not have a job lined up. 'How do I
feel about graduating from college?' asked the Georgetown University
senior. 'Panic w i t h a capital P.' W i t h the economic recession forcing
layoffs or retrenchment and cutbacks in federal programs that
previously provided a multitude of jobs, there will be fewer jobs
available even to the most qualified of the 1980 graduates....The
graduating class that rings in the decade of the '80s has some
advantages, though, over its counterparts of a decade ago. Many
today have majored in highly sought-after specialized fields such as
computer science, or in subject areas that can lead to jobs in business
or the professions. And many have benefited from the growing
number of internships available in business and government that give
young people a chance to gain on-the-job experience while still in
school."
G R A D U A T E S F I N D R E C E S S I O N NO RECRUITING B A R - F l o r i d a
Times-Union, 5 / 1 2 , p. 1 B.
"Corporate recruiters—ignoring a gloomy economic picture—are
beating a path to college campuses w i t h promises of big bucks for
many of this spring's college graduates. A record number of recruiters
has visited the University of Miami and the University of Florida so
far, college officials say. Graduates w i t h degrees in engineering,
accounting, computer science and marketing sales are in the highest
demand. 'We don't feel the recession yet,' said Patrick Russell,
director of Cooperative Education and Career Placement at Florida
International University in Miami. 'We've had about 200 recruiters on
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campus this year—20 or 25 more than last year.' And the recruiters
are talking of starting salaries about 6 to 8 percent higher than those
offered 1979 graduates. The average offer for engineering graduates
is $24,000. Those earning master's degrees in business
administration are being offered $22,900 on the average and those
w i t h bachelor's degrees an average of $14,000. 'We were surprised,
considering the economy,' said Peter Aylward, a placement counselor
at the University of Florida in Gainesville, 'but w e hit an all-time
recruiting record this year.'"

STATE UNIVERSITIES WILL SWITCH TO SEMESTER S Y S T E M IN
1 9 8 1 — M i a m i Herald, 5 / 1 0 , p. 1 0 A .
"The Board of Regents Friday switched the universities to the
semester system to make it easier for community college transfer
students and refused to tighten freshman entrance requirements. The
Regents replaced the quarter system the nine universities have
operated on for the last decade with a modified semester calendar
similar to the one followed by the 28 community colleges. The
Cabinet has ordered all universities and colleges to go to the modified
semester system beginning in September 1981 to achieve a common
calendar. The common system makes it easier for community college
graduates to transfer to a university and also benefits public school
teachers taking university courses during the summer because it is
similar to the calendar of most school districts. The Regents adopted a
new admissions rule that continues the status quo except for a slight
restriction on the ability of universities to admit students not meeting
the minimum requirements. A n effort by Regent Terrell Sessums of
Tampa to significantly tighten the entrance requirements was
defeated. Students with a 'B' average or better will continue to be
admitted without consideration of their high school test scores.
Students with less than a 'B' average, but at least a ' C average will
still have to score at least 800 on the College Entrance Examination
Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test. The new rule continues the
provision allowing universities to admit a number of students not
meeting the standards equivalent to 10 percent of the total freshmen
class. But it does not continue provisions allowing for an even greater
exemption under certain circumstances."

HONESTY ON CAMPUS—(Editorial) W a s h i n g t o n Post, 5 / 8 , p.
18A.
"Good news from the University of Maryland, where administrators
and student leaders have teamed up in a rigorous crackdown on
cheaters, including adoption of a stiff new code of conduct. A recent
dragnet conducted by university authorities turned up a disturbing
number of 'ringers'—people hired by students to take students'
exams—as well as other instances of cheating. Yet what Maryland is
uncovering and attacking is by no means limited to that institution;
college officials all around the country are wrestling w i t h what they
consider to be heavier than usual outbreaks of dishonesty. Many
theories are offered in explanation of these increases in cheating,
from pressures of a tight job market and other econonmic tensions to
general absences of scholastic curiosity and the existence of
impersonal, computerized exam and grade systems. But on the same
day that the news account of Maryland's crackdown appeared on
page one of The Post, our sports section featured a devastating report
by staff writer Mark Asher on widespread cheating on campuses—not
by students, but by university officials, coaches and faculty members,
in pursuit of athletic glories. Some of these higher-education
authorities have gone to great lengths of deception to recruit and
keep athletes in school, from the misuse of funds to the creation of
counterfeit transcripts and phony courses and even to the physical
abuse of players. 'There's so much cheating going on now,' says one
basketball coach, 'that it is no longer awesome. It's beyond
awesome.' Says another coach, They'll fire you for losing before
they'll fire you for cheating.'"
REPORT URGES END TO COLLEGE ENTRANCE TEST—(by
Robert Ryan) Tallahassee Democrat, 5 / 1 7 , p. 1 .
"Two Harvard researchers have launched a new, blistering attack
on college entrance examinations. They claim that the tests
needlessly and unfairly deprive some students of admission to the
colleges or universities they wish to attend. Their findings strongly
support those included in a report issued earlier this year by
consumer activist Ralph Nader. In a copyrighted article to be
published Monday in the Harvard Educational Review, authors
Warner V. Slack and Douglas Porter urge the elimination of the
familiar Scholastic Aptitude Tests, the mainstay of the college
admissions process. The article alleges that the tests fall far short of
the claims of Educational Testing Service, the non-profit Princeton,
N.J., firm that develops the exams. In a 21 -page analysis of more than
50 years of research on the entrance exams, Slack and Porter
rejected the testing service's assertions that students cannot
significantly improve their scores, that the tests provide a valid
measurement of a student's capacity to learn and that the exams can
predict accurately how well a student will do in college."
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T h e UCF R e p o r t

Grant Opportunities

M E M O (continued

from page 2)

number of grade points awarded for each grade.

For further information on the programs listed contact Rusty
Okoniewski, A D M 243, x 2 6 7 1 .
Fringe Benefit Rates - Full time employees 16.44 percent S&W;
OPS employees .5 percent S&W; Students .3 percent S&W.
Indirect cost (Overhead) 55.8 percent S&W.

RULE TITLE: 6C7-2.191 "Grade Point Average" (New rule)
PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF RULE:
To explain how grade point averages are calculated.
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULE:
This rule indicates that the university will include all courses attempted for
credit in computing grade point averages.

NEA

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON ALL PERSONS AFFECTED:
These rules do not result in any determinable economic impact on
students.

NSF

National Endowment Fellowship Program (Due
date—June 2) This program is designed to acquaint
participants w i t h the policies and operations of the
Endowment and to give them an overview of art
activities around the country. Fellows are given the
opportunity to learn about the Endowment programs
by observing policy development, grant making
procedures and administration.
Special Research Initiation Awards for N e w
Investigators in Information Science (Due date—
Aug. 6) This program is designed to increase the
understanding of the properties and structure of
information and information transfer and to contribute
to the store of scientific and technical knowledge
which can be applied to the design of information
systems. These goals are addressed in four research
categories:
1. Standards and Measures; 2. Structure of
Information; 3. Behavioral Aspects of Information
Transfer; and 4. Infometrics (Role of Information in the
Economy).

SPECIFIC LEGAL AUTHORITY UNDER WHICH THE ABOVE ACTIONS ARE
AUTHORIZED AND LAW BEING IMPLEMENTED, INTERPRETED, OR MADE
SPECIFIC:
Specific Authority: 1 2 0 . 5 3 ( 1 Xa) & 2 4 0 . 2 2 7 ( 1 ) FS
Law Implemented: 1 2 - . 5 3 ( 1 )(a) & 2 4 0 . 2 2 7 ( 1 ) FS
IF REQUESTED ON OR BEFORE JUNE 9, 1980, A HEARING WILL BE HELD
AT 11 A M JUNE 13, 1980, AT THE BOARD ROOM, THIRD FLOOR,
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, UCF CAMPUS, ALAFAYA TRAIL, ORLANDO,
FL.
TO OBTAIN COPIES OF THE PROPOSED RULES AND THEIR FULL
ECONOMIC STATEMENT OR TO REQUEST A HEARING WRITE TO:
Business Manager
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 2 5 0 0 0
Orlando, F L 3 2 8 1 6

To:
From:

NSF

Antarctic Research Program (Due date—June 1)
Scientists are invited to propose research projects in
Antarctica. NSF will provide financial and logistic
support in five disciplines: 1. glaciology; 2. biological
and medical research; 3. earth sciences; 4.
atmospheric sciences; and 5. ocean sciences.

HEW

Grants Under Law Related Education Programs
(Due date—June 27) The purpose of these awards is
to assist institutions in carrying out projects in law
related education, in helping others develop programs,
and in supporting research and development.

NEH

Humanities (Due date—June 15) Applications for
grants to pay consultants in the humanities.

USOE

Bilingual Education (Due date—June 16) Applications
for new grants for training projects in bilingual
education.

NSF

Biology Grants (Due date—June 30) Application for
grants for research in population biology, systematic
biology and physiological ecology.
Ecology Grants Applications for grants for research
in ecology.
Social Sciences Applications for grants in the applied
social and behavioral sciences.

NSF

Biochemistry (Due date—July 1) Applications for
grants in biochemistry.
Biology Application for grants in cell biology,
developmental biology, genetic biology, metabolic
biology and regulatory biology.
Biophysics Applications for grants in biophysics.

NIHR

Rehabilitation Research in Training Centers Three
grants w i l l be awarded for: A. a research and training
center on aging; B. a center on mental illness; and C.
a center On independent living. The major goal of each
center is to develop and conduct a well-organized
program of rehabilitation research which focuses on
the physical, psychological, social, vocational and
independent living problems of persons w i t h severe
a n d / o r persistant functional impairments; and to
disseminate and promote the utilization of research
findings through training.

NIE

Research on How to Promote Sex Equity in
Classroom Interactions The research will involve the
observation of classroom interactions in one or more
grades (four through eight) in public schools. The
research should add to knowledge of subtle classroom
behaviors w h i c h affect girls and boys differently and
determine what explicit strategies can be used to
change these classroom processes in the direction of
greater equity.

NIE

Research Grants on Organizational Processes in
Education (Due date—June 5) Pre-applications only.
Full applications to be due Oct. 2 1 .

Subject:

All Custodians of Equipment Secured w i t h
Combination Locks
Don Lee, director of Physical Plant — Facilities
Planning
Security of Safe-type Equipment

For security, record keeping, and emergency purposes, as
circumstances may require, all persons at UCF having jurisdiction of
safe-type equipment accessible by a comination lock coding are
requested to submit combination details for EACH item of such
equipment in their custody.
This detail should be provided separately for each item as follows:
Place combination detail in a sealed envelope; envelope should be
marked "confidential" and should carry a description of the security
equipment, including assigned decal number plus the current date, all
on exterior of envelope. The envelope, or envelopes, so prepared
should be delivered IN PERSON to Treva Doggett in Finance and
Accounting. Unopened, these envelopes w i l l be retired into
appropriate safekeeping at Finance and Accounting.
Your prompt attention in this matter will be most sincerely
appreciated.

To:
From:
Subject:

Administrative Council
Carol Surles, director of Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action Programs
Meeting of the State Biracial Monitoring Council

UCF w i l l host the next meeting of the State Biracial Monitoring Council on
June 6, 1980, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. in the Library Conference Room.
You are invited to attend this meeting. The tentative agenda is as follows:

9-9:15 a.m.

Welcome
President Colbourn
9:15-9:45 a.m. Employment Profile (noninstructional positions)
Robert Schaal, director of Personnel Services
9:45-10:30 a.m. Employment Profile (instructional and research
positions)
Leslie Ellis, vice president for Academic Affairs
10:30-11 a.m. Recruitment of first-time-in-college students and
Retention Services
Robert Belle, director of Minority Student Services
11-11:30 a.m. Recruitment of first-time-in-college students
Daniel Chapman, registrar
11:30-Noon
Recruitment of Undergraduate Upper Division Students
Susan K. Davis, director of School and Community
Relations
Noon-1 p.m.
Lunch (on your own)
1-1:30 p.m.
Graduate Enrollment
Terry Frederick, chairman. Computer Science
Department
1:30-2 p.m.
Graduate Enrollment
Robert Kersten, dean of the College of Engineering
2-2:30 p.m.
Retention Services
David Tucker, director of the Developmental Center
2:30-3 p.m.
Financial Aid
Don Baldwin, director of Student Financial Aid Office
3-3:15 p.m.
Break
3:15-3:45 p.m. Black Representation
Clifford Eubanks, dean of the College of Business
Administration
3:45-4:15 p.m. Black Representation
Jack Rollins, dean of the College of Social Sciences
4:15-5 p.m.
Black Representation
Calvin Miller, dean of the College of Education
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The following calendar covers
a variety of UCF events
scheduled for the next 1 0 days.
All local programs show the
location, time and admission
charge, if known. Please contact
the individual offices or programs
for additional information, or
schedule changes. Items for the
Calendar must be submitted by
Thursday noon of the week
preceding publication.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 28
Cinema Classique. "Coming
Home." VCAR, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $ 1 .

Calendar

Auditorium, 3-5 p.m. Free and
open to the public. For further
information, call Chris Bauer,
x2236.
Coffee House. Featuring "Digitek
Productions." VCAR, 10:20 p.m. to
12:30 a.m.
Skating Party and Barbeque.
Sponsored by the VC and Mr.
Good Skates. VC Green, 11 a.m.
THURSDAY, MAY 29
Theatre Department Production.
"Three Penny Opera" continues
through Saturday. Science
Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. Admission:
$3.50. For reservations, call x 2 8 6 1 .

Seminar Presentation. Hank
Christiansen will give a multiSeminar. Visiting Industrial
media slide and film presentation
Chemist Michael Steltenkamp of
on computer graphics. Engineering
St. Regis Paper Co., will speak on

wye-iNr w
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"Cellulose Chemistry." Science
Building, Room 208, 7 p.m. For
further information, call John
Idoux, x 2 6 9 1 .
FRIDAY, M A Y 3 0
Men's Awareness Seminar.
Barbara Brown, author, educator,
and researcher in biofeedback, will
give the keynote address.
University Inn, 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Cost, including buffet lunch: $7.50.
Call the Dean of Men, x2707, for
reservations.
Movie. " M a g i c . " VCAR, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $1.25.
SUNDAY, JUNE 1
Movie. " M a g i c . " VCAR, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $1.25.
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MONDAY, JUNE 2
Lecture. "Public Health in the
1 9 8 0 ' s , " featuring David Pearson,
associate dean of Yale University's
School of Public Health.
Engineering Auditorium, Room
359, 1 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
Cinema Classique. "The Bridges
at Toko-Ri." VCAR, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $ 1 .
FRIDAY, J U N E 6
Movie. "Star Crash." VCAR, 8:30
p.m. Admission: $1.25.
End of the Year Party. Lake
Claire, 8 p.m. For further
information, call x2611
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UFF-UCF representatives discuss mutual issues
Editor's Note: Minutes of the March 5 winter quarter consultation between members of
the United Faculty of Florida and UCF administration representatives were submitted
this week for publication. The two groups will meet again today for their spring quarter
consultation.

In Attendance:
UCF: President Colbourn, Frank Juge, Carol Surles, Robert Schaal
UFF: Mark Stern, William Oelfke, Marilyn Whisler, Beth Barnes,
Ransford Pyle, Allyn Stearman, John DiPierro, Frank Kujawa,
Ed Kallina, and Richard Crepeau
1. Four-Day Work Week
Juge invited written input from UFF identifying potential problems
in the implementation of the four-day work week. Juge said that the
BOR Office has made it clear that any substantial negotiations must
be conducted between the BOR and State UFF representatives. Stern
indicated that his understanding's that there will be an opportunity
for discussion of the issue involving the UCF Chapter and UCF
Administration. Stern further indicated that issues not mutually
agreed upon by the UCF-UFF Chapter and the Administration would
be bargained locally w i t h Caesar Naples acting for the Board and Bob
Hogner acting for UFF.
Stern indicated that research contracts pose a potential problem
because contracts are usually awarded on a five-day/60-70 hour
week basis. Juge pointed out that it is doubtful that contracts require
accomplishing duties in a specified amount of time per week. Stern
asked what the University's position will be w i t h faculty who want to
do research on their own and make use of equipment.
Stern further stated that some faculty think a four-day learning
program will place students at a disadvantage because of the greater
study and research demands confronting them.
Stern asked what the University's expectations will be for librarians
in a four-day work week and what will constitute a full day of work for
them.
President Colbourn agreed that there will be problems and
tradeoffs, but asked for UFF's support in identifying problems so that
solutions may be proposed. He emphasized that administration has no
intention of creating difficulties for the faculty, but is trying to
accomplish the move w i t h the least amount of conflict.
Barnes asked if the decision has definitely been made to try a fourday work week. President Colbourn responded that it appears at this
point that w e will do it.
2. Faculty Workload
Stern asked whether administration will continue to allow
enrollment to increase without hiring additional faculty.
President Colbourn responded that based on various indicators at
this point, UCF might see a dip rather than an increase in enrollment,
but this could change. He acknowledged that only three new faculty
positions were added this year in spite of a significant increase in
enrollment; however, he stated that he is reluctant to attempt to limit
incoming freshmen for several reasons. He emphasized that because
there are so many uncertainties it is difficult to engage in a
meaningful dialogue on enrollment at this point.
President Colbourn remarked that w e will get no positions next
year. Stern said that there was no compensation or released time for
increased faculty-student teaching loads in the fall of 1979. Stern
stated that there has been a continuous underestimation of the
number of student enrollees; this has resulted in increased demands
and increased workloads for faculty. Juge elaborated on some of the
pitfalls associated w i t h previous attempts to control enrollment w i t h
enrollment caps, etc.
Oelfke stated that a major criticism we encounter is that many
students are turned away at registration. President Colbourn
responded that priorities for registration should be revisited.
Stern made an official information request for the ratio of faculty to
students for the past ten years. Juge promised that this information
will be made available in accordance w i t h the Public Information Act.
Stern asked if the administration is planning to implement a

semester system. President Colbourn replied that state universities
are moving in that direction, but it has not been determined how the
semester system will be constituted and the date for implementation
was still under discussion.
3. QIP
Stern criticized the narrow application of QIP funds; he expressed
disappointment that little emphasis will be placed on fine arts. He
also inquired about the use of QIP funds to supplement sabbatical
funds. President Colbourn said that the SUS presidents will meet
soon w i t h a subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee
to discuss the use of QIP money. He further pointed out that the
reason salaries are not addressed for QIP money is that universities
are not empowered to use QIP money for salary improvement
because of an agreement between the Board and the Governor.
Stern responded that the 1980-81 legislative QIP allocation does
not prohibit the use of these funds for salaries. DiPierro asked what
the University plans to do for previously neglected programs.
President Colbourn replied that our Role and Scope document has
attempted to address the reality that not all University programs can
excel and achieve a reputation in their disciplines; this document
assists administration in determining special focus areas and
programs.
4. Term Appointments for Chairpersons and Administrative
Evaluations
President Colbourn stated that Vice President Leslie Ellis has
prepared a statement on these issues. This document will be
completed in two or three weeks.
5. OPS Expenditures for Chairpersons and Administrative
Evaluations
Stern asked for an explanation of the reference to a "salary savings
f u n d " mentioned in a recent issue of Future. Juge explained that this
fund is actually the result of lapse savings from leaves of absences,
control of rate in new appointments, control of effective starting dates
for new appointments, etc., and the result of legislative budget
requirements.
6. Affirmative Action Program Status
Surles reported that the SUS Equal Opportunity Office is
coordinating an effort to have the Affirmative Action Plans for the
nine state universities adopted as rules under the Administrative
Procedures Act. Surles stated that she would be attending a meeting
in Tallahassee on March 13, 1980, for an update on the appropriate
procedures for rule adoption.
7. UFF Facilities/Office Space - Not addressed
8 . Summer Positions
Stern stated that faculty are under the impression that as
productivity increases in a given year, summer positions will increase
proportionately the next year. Juge responded that departments and
colleges get a four-quarter allocation. Stern contended that the
previous summer's teaching effort did not necessarily bear a
relationship to allocations for the following summer. Stern requested
information on the allocation of summer positions by college.
Juge shared w i t h UFF a chart entitled " S u m m e r Allocations—
1 9 8 0 " prepared by John Bolte on Feb. 18, 1980.
Kujawa proposed that the University might be better able to meet
faculty needs for summer employment if the use of administrators is
reduced during the summer. Juge pointed out several problems w i t h
this approach but anticipated further study of the subject.
9. Typing Pool
Stern requested that the University provide a typing pool to type
research papers for faculty who frequently must pay for typing
themselves.
President Colbourn noted the question was under continuing study
and that if there is a way to provide a pool, the University w i l l do so.
1 0 . Promotions
Stern noted that the President's response to the UFF request for
criteria for promotion discussion was inadvertently omitted as an
agenda item. It was agreed to consider this at a later meeting.
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The UCF Report

Employment Opportunities

Career
Opportunity
Line
275-2778

The University of Central Florida is
an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative
Action Employer.
The Division of University Personnel
Services lists the following available
positions at UCF. They are listed by job
title, department, minimum qualifications,
annual salary range, bi-weekly salary, and
closing date for applications. It is the
responsibility of the applicant to
successfully complete any required
performance and/or written exams prior to
being considered for a specific job opening.
Tests are administered by appointment
only, on a limited but continuous basis. If
you are unable to schedule an exam for a
current vacancy before the posted closing
date, we encourage you to proceed with
the exam so that you will be eligible.for
the next position in that class which
becomes available. All test scores are valid
for four years. For information on any
required exams, as well as further details
on these positions, contact Personnel at
x2771. A listing of available faculty
positions within the SUS is available on
request at the receptionist's desk (ADM 230).

Career Service
Accountant I (Finance and Accounting).
Graduation from an accredited four-year
college or university with major course work
in accounting. Prefer contract and grant
experience. $10,753.20$ 14,094, $412.
5/29.
Clerk Typist II (Bookstore). High school
graduation and one year of clerical

The UCF Report
The UCF Report provides
official information and news for
the faculty and staff of the
University of Central Florida. It is
published every Wednesday
during the academic year, and biweekly w h e n classes are not in
session and during the summer,
at a cost of $1 58, or 7 cents per
copy. For further information on
any material appearing in this
report, contact K. G. Sheinkopf,
director, Office of Information
Services, Administration
Building, Room 395-K, phone
275-2504.
;
Permission is granted to reprint
or to excerpt material from The
UCF Report for use in other
media.
Deadlines
All news, photographs and
calendar announcements for The
UCF Report must be submitted to
the Office of Information Services
by Thursday noon of the week
preceding publication.
Publicity Contact
Call Barth Engert, Public
Affairs, x2848, for assistance in
publicizing programs or events in
the local media.
Editor: Maxine Bowers
Editorial Assistant: Jackie Wartell

UCF
Information
Services

experience. Written and typing exams.
$6.577.20-$8,289.36, $252. 5/29.
Clerk Typist III (Alumni Relations). High
school graduation plus two years of clerical
experience. Written and typing exams.
Prefer data entry experience. $7,579.44$9,667.44. $290.40. 5/29.
Clerk III (Registrar's Office). High school
graduation and two years of clerical
experience. Written exam. $7,224.48$9,166.32, $276.80. 5/29.
Secretary II (Public Service Administration).
High school graduation and one year of
secretarial experience. Written and typing
exams. $7,224.48-$9,l66.32, $276.80.
5/29.
Data Entry Op. (Community Relations).
Completion of tenth grade and six months
of experience in the operation of data key
entry equipment; or graduation from high
school and one year of clerical experience.
Typing exam. $7,224.48-$9,166.32,
$276.80. 5/29.
Buyer (Bookstore). High school graduation
and two years of purchasing experience.
Written exam. $7,934.40$ 10,147.68,
$304. 5/29.
Scientific Programmer (FSEC, Cape
Canaveral). BS in Computer Science, Math,
Science. Two years experience in computer
programming. Prefer minicomputer
experience; PDP 11-34, RSX Operations.
$14,240.16-$19,000.80. $545.60. 6/05.

Clerk Typist III (Student Affairs). High
school graduation plus two years of clerical
experience. Written and typing exams.
$7,579.44-$9,667.44, $290.40. 5/29.
Clerk Typist II (Purchasing). High school
graduation and one year of clerical
experience. Written and typing exams.
$6,577.20-$8,289.36, $252. 5/29.
Secretary IV (Chemistry). Graduation from
high school and three years of secretarial
experience. Written and typing exams.
Prefer budget, payroll and supervisory
experience. $9,667.44-$ 12,569.76,
$370.40. 6/05.
Secretary III (Registrar's Office; Economic
Education). High school graduation plus two
years of secretarial experience. Written and
typing exams. Economic Education requires
shorthand. $8.331.12$ 10,711.44,
$319.20.6/05,6/05.
Word Processing Systems Op. II (Sponsored
Research). High school graduation and
three years of secretarial experience.
Written and typing exams. Prefer IBM Office
System Six experience in contracts, financial
reports and other specialized data. Contract
and grant position. $9,667.44-$ 12,569.76,
$370.40. 5/29.
Bookstore Supv.-Textbooks (Bookstore).
High school graduation and four years of
experience in buying and selling books, two
years of which must have been in buying

and selling textbooks in a university
bookstore. $10,210.32-$ 13,321.44,
$391.20.5/29.
Secretary II (Communications). Graduation
from high school and one year of
secretarial experience. Written and typing
exams. $7,224.48-$9,166.32, $276.80.
5/29.
Electronic Technician II (Instructional
Resources). Graduation from high school,
supplemented by an approved training
course in radio or electronic equipment
installation and repair and two years of
experience in the installation, maintenance,
and repair of AM and FM communication
systems, radios, or other electronic
equipment. Must have first class radio
telephone operator license. Prefer
experience with color cameras such as IVC
500A and familiarity with color phasing and
FCC standards on blanking intervals and
operation and maintenance of video
production switches. $11,985.12$15,827.04, $459.20.6/05.

O P S Temporary
Clerk Typist III (Purchasing). High school
graduation and one year of clerical
experience. Written and typing exams.
Temporary May 30 through Aug. 29, 1980
only. $3.63/hour. 5/29.

New employees join staff
We welcome the following new
employees:
Valaria Y. Watkins (clerk II,
Housing) comes to UCF from
Lucerne General Hospital's
medical record department.
Originally from Tampa, she
attended Georgia State University
and UCF, and her special interests
include music and art.
Ronald L. Springer (fiscal
assistant II, Finance and
Accounting) was an assistant
manager for K-Mart Corp. before
joining our staff. A native
Orlandoan, he holds a BS in
Business Administration from UCF,
and enjoys racquetball, swimming,
and playing musical instruments.
He and his wife, Michelle, and
eight-year-old son live in Maitland.
Annette W. Ruffi (clerk III,
Education) previously worked for
Harris Government Electronics
Corp., and her hobbies are tennis,
bike riding, and sewing. A native
of Melbourne, she and her
husband, Richard, have a twoyear-old son.
Richard W. Marshall (carpenter,
Physical Plant) of Oviedo, formerly
worked for Allen Roofing.
Originally from Pennsylvania, he
and his wife, Naomi, have two
children. Richard's hobbies are
hunting and water skiing.
Roxann Eaddy (custodian,
Building Services) attended Ricks
College, and previously worked as
a librarian. The Orlando native
enjoys horseback riding and
working w i t h the Special Olympics.
Samuel Falzone (custodian,
Building Services) of Buffalo, N.Y.,
attended Niagara University,
Niagara Falls, where he received
the "Black Achievers A w a r d " in
1978. He has been a staff
assistant for emotionally disturbed

children, a restauranteur, a
recreational counselor, and a
claims adjustor, and his hobbies
include basketball, tennis,
racquetball, swimming, golf,
backgammon, and chess.
Gail A. Ginex (secretary II,
Engineering) holds an AA from
Hillsborough Community College.
A native of Tampa, she now lives
in Winter Park.
Shari Weaver (sales clerk,
Bookstore) attended Florida
Southern College, and formerly
worked for Food World. She is
from Oviedo, where she lives w i t h
her parents.
Paul Hyllen (machinist, Physical
Plant), originally from Flushing,
N.Y., attended Queens College in
New York City, and worked for the
Bulova Watch Company there. His
special interests include antiques

and stained glass. He and his wife,
Carroll, and daughter, Melody, live
in Longwood.
J o y c e Messer (secretary II,
Psychology) is originally from
Cincinnati, Ohio. She and her 16year-old son, Jeff, live in Orlando.
Other new employees include
Linda Buck (secretary III, Budget),
Robert Cromie (operating
engineer, Utilities), Elizabeth
Martin (clerk typist III, Library),
Timothy Stone (custodial worker,
Building Services), and Susan
Willoughby (secretary II, Athletics).
Leaving the University are
Christine Beck (FSEC), Dennis
Byle (Finance and Accounting),
and John Custis (Sponsored
Research).
Taking leave of absence are
Dixie Pye (Budget) and John Page
(Computer Services).

Publications and Papers
P. N. Somerville and S. J . Bean
(both Statistics) presented a paper,
" A Cloud Cover Model Based on
Satellite Date," at the Fourteenth
International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment,
held in San Jose, Costa Rica, April
23-30.
David Tropf (Sociology)
presented a paper entitled "Some
Findings on the Personal Contacts
Divorced Fathers Maintain w i t h
Their Children," at the first annual
meeting of the Florida Council on
Family Relations in Daytona
Beach, April 28. He is state
secretary of the Council.
Donald C. Becker (Public
Service Administration) presented
a paper entitled "Corrections and
the System at the Crossroads," at

Illinois State University's
Conference on Corrections, May 2.
The following day he presented a
paper, "The Expanding Criminal
Justice System: Impact on Urban
Crime," to the Seventh Conference
of the Colloquium for Social
Philosophy, sponsored by
Pennsylvania State University in
Philadelphia.

Classified
Summer Sublet: Furnished 2bedroom apartment, 20 minutes
from campus. June 9-Sept. 9, $250
per month plus utilities. Call
Aralynn Abare, x2681 or 898-9539
evenings. References needed.
Wanted: Car body of a 1968
Rambler. Call x2848.

